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The storm is on 😊
Hello dear Starseeds,

I greet you in the light and love of the One Infinite Creator! I would like to take the opportunity to report some experiences from the meditations and to address new developments.

It is really incredible how much new high vibrational energy is flowing into all areas of life on earth! We went through a whole series of very intense stargates from 8.8. to 12.12., and the following solstice and eclipse are also working with all their power, as are the meditations from 12 January! Many activations, upgrades and purifications took place on an individual, planetary and larger scale.

More and more people dare to share their experiences on the path of ascension on Youtube, and thus carry many pearls into the community of lightworkers and light warriors. Also, new information about the problem with the implants has appeared, which has given me extreme pleasure! Many thanks to these people, you have set off an avalanche 😊.

Unfortunately, I don't feel so comfortable in front of cameras, I prefer to write. This has the advantage that you can translate faster and formulate the sentences more precisely.

Due to recent events I will come to some very unpleasant details, the point of which is to recognize and question technological, military and nation-state programming. Please take everything with a pinch of salt, follow your own intuition and check for yourself what resonates with you and what does not. I do not claim to have a tenant of the absolute truth at all, it is rather an attempt to offer as much orientation as possible in turbulent times and to create peace. Please print out this report, who knows how long the Internet will be around. Have fun reading it!

Update 1: I have added an update, especially to the LookingGlass chapter. The new text passages are marked with [U1]. For better orientation I added page numbers and a table of contents, as well as a postscriptum. The updates were not included in the first version, because I had a tight time frame due to certain contexts on the political stage, and I absolutely had to tweet the report for the first time on 28.1.2020. The update was added on 6.2.2020.

Information from the meditations

I would now like to share with you information from our peace meditations. Some of you have surely participated in Cobra's silvertrigger meditation. In the following S4P meditation we received a visual confirmation of the success [translation corrected]. One member was able to see how all the energy from the silvertrigger meditation flowed together and manifested a big golden egg. From this egg a silver key was created and handed over to Mr. Trump. I can well imagine that he now has the energetic support to implement Executive Order 11110, which would be a financial earthquake. But perhaps I would best continue to report along the structure of the meditation.

In the central circle, we realized over time that there really belongs a tree of life. A tree needs water, earth and light. In time the river creatures such as Yamuna, Saraswati, Ganga, Reuss, Rhine, Rohne, Amazon, Mekong, Nile, Colorado were added, later followed by all other river creatures. Very nice was also the cooperation with the Central Sun Race. On two occasions I was allowed to receive a kind of staff with which I was allowed to activate a large Mayan step pyramid and the three Giza Pyramids. The Mayan pyramid serves mainly as a connection to the galactic central sun, and at the
Giza pyramids were tuned mainly on unconditional love. During another meditation on January 11th all pyramids in the whole solar system were aligned. Sananda was also a regular guest in our meditation. Cool was when we washed each other’s feet. He did a lot to plant the tree in the middle of the seed of life and he helped to shift our actions of meditation more and more into the frequency range of unconditional love. With the increasing number of meditations performed, it also became more and more clear how important the Tree of Life and its harmonious alignment is, as AI often tried to install artificial versions of the Tree of Life. Therefore I ask the Source at the beginning of each meditation for perfect protection for all those who participate in the meditation with loving intention. If you have had problems with the AI, the following can help you to distinguish what comes from where:

- False light attracts to capture. Optically visible creations of the AI always appear somehow wrongly illuminated, either flat and carton-like, or too bright, like an overdose of illuminated advertising. But they can be seductively beautiful to look at. Changing the basic frequency of an AI creation leads to multidimensional step effects.

- Real light frees and strengthens unconditional love and the feeling of oneness with the Source and all parts. Optically visible creations carry beauty within them, which resonates with our hearts and triggers tears of joy when looked at.

In the circle at the 12 o’clock position we have worked a lot on the implant problem, as well as on the financial system, the pharmaceutical industry, the justice system, the weapons lobby, the mobile phone industry and all the other structures of the cabal. Here is a video to go with it:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNizkyRQkBE

In a circle at the 2 o’clock position we often worked on the topic "plastic in the ocean". Now Thailand is moving and banning plastic bags and PET bottles in national parks, and paving Bangkonk with posters that draw attention to the negative effects on the animal and plant world. Here is a link to it:


You see, peace meditations have effects!

In the circle at the 2 o’clock position we worked a lot with Mama Gaia, and let a lot of energy flow to her from the central circle. Also the animals were regular guests, we were allowed to see elephants, giraffes, dolphins, whales, songbirds, rabbits, turtles, bees, mice and many other animals. We thanked them for their endless patience with us humans and assured them that we would continue to do everything possible to improve their living conditions.

In the circle at the 4 o’clock position we worked very much with Bruno Gröning and his many healing helper angels. We were able to send many different impulses to illuminate and resolve conflict situations of all kinds. We have done our best to spare all children the negative consequences of the vaccinations, of which there are a lot. We have also given the now awakening Starseeds a lot of help and support of all kinds. Furthermore we have often influenced conflict situations of all kinds in this circle. We have also worked intensively on the balance between woman and man.

Some of you already know that I have much to gain from the Vedic culture. Accordingly we have often worked with these aspects of the Source, especially in the circle at the 6 o’clock position with Srimati Lakshmi Devi to bring abundance and joy into the hearts of people. Here too we have tried to give the Starseeds as much support as possible on their journey. We have also supported projects
like Swissindo and Nesara/Gesara, because there is a lot of will to create financial justice for all. Here is a video for all who want to get to know the Vedic culture a little bit:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_o0b-rfZknA

(german only, maybe someone could add the English subtitles?)

In the following circle at the 8 o'clock position we have mostly worked with Sri Vishnu and Archangel Metatron with his white fire of AN to resolve the primary anomaly. It was very nice to feel how this part of the meditation resonated far beyond the solar system and reached many thousands of beings in orbit.

In the last circle at the 10 o'clock position we worked mainly to get rid of the secrecy and bring to light everything that has been hidden for so long. So that what we wish for so much can get rolling, the reunion with all peaceful peoples under, on and above the earth! I would like to take this opportunity to thank all supporters of Ascension, who are not yet known to the public! You are so many wonderful beings and peoples that it is not possible for me to know you all and to thank you individually.

Of course there is much more going on in the meditations, but my time frame is not enough to report there completely. There will be time for that later. I would be happy to receive all input from all Starseeds by mail, if anyone would like to join 😊

One more tip for the way

Peace work can be very frustrating if you take the problems too much into yourself. The information contained in this article may lead to depression under certain circumstances, for safety's sake ask your heart, not your pharmacist from Basel. 😊

Relationships of dependence always arise when we expect something from someone else. If we do not get what we want for a long time, it can cause a lot of frustration. So check your dependency relationships to see if they still serve you.

For further relaxation of your consciousness I would like to give you the following little exercise:

- Try to remember the joy you felt as children when you jumped into a puddle of rain, or when you went down a mountain on a snowboard for the first time without falling. Try to recall joyful childhood memories, and also the feeling that you felt back then. This will help you to release your consciousness from the many programming. You come then again more into the heart level.

- If you have telepathic contact with our friends from the other stars, the emotional childlike orientation will have a positive effect on communication, the mind is not in the foreground. But this does not mean that you should act naively. As your consciousness vibrates more on the level of the heart and unconditional love, you can better access the wisdom of your higher self, and interact more lovingly with the higher dimensional beings.

Interference, implants, secret services and artificial intelligence (AI)

An attempt was made to attack each and every one of the S4P meditations, consciously positioning myself in the field so that I can fend off as many attacks as possible on my own, so you can have an undisturbed meditation. That usually worked out great. The attacks became weaker over time, even the Dracos are slowly arriving in harmony, together with other formerly darkly motivated beings. Many thanks to Plejades1 for these messages! On the surface, many disturbing technical devices
were removed, some of them even "technomagic" ones like the black suns of P2, which since then is
funnily called P3. This was possible thanks to the Chintamani-missions of Tommaso and me, because
we visited these structures specifically and set the stones. The counter-reaction was quite extreme,
in Milano, where one of the black suns was stationed, a bus with 51 children was hijacked and
torched! Fortunately, all children could be saved almost unharmed.

The Draocos and their friends now see that unconditional love is stronger and is also an integral part
of their own existence.

The story with the AI was extremely problematic. But enormous progress has been made in this area
as well. You may have heard, that Google's Topshots where replaced, Brinn and Page have (been)
resigned, which has taken the industry by surprise. A few weeks later the probable reason for the
resignation also surfaced: On December 16, 2019, a court case opened in MountainView California in
which Google LLC, DeepMind, FaceBook, Neuralink, ElonMusk, Tesla Inc, Mark Zuckerberg and
others were charged with the following:

- misuse of artificial intelligence, cybernetics, robotics, biometrics, bioengineering, 5G and quantum
  computing technology
- Endangering the human race by misuse of artificial intelligence
- Transfer of weapons technology to China
- violation of Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Genocide Convention
- Modification of the human race by technical means
- Biodigital programming of the human race using biometrics and artificial intelligence
- brainwashing of humanity by means of artificial intelligence and manipulation of (search)
  algorithms
- Cultural genocide through misuse of artificial intelligence
- Failure to respect the implied warranties of good faith and fair dealing
- Defamation
- Negligent causation of emotional stress
- Negligent production of hostile artificial intelligence
- Masking genocide with artificial intelligence
- Fraud and deliberate deception
- Negligent misrepresentation
- Religious discrimination
- Non-participation in interactive processes
- Censorship and ban of "AI, Trump, China & the Weaponization of Robotics with 5G" (this seems to be a book of the plaintiff)
- Invasion of privacy
- Violation of the Nuremberg Code
- Creating a system that can detect whether humans are resistant to artificial intelligence

This reads like Christmas 😊 Here the link to the original English document:

https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical

That this accusation was not simply made up out of thin air becomes clear when you see the two lectures by Dr. Katherine Horten on FreeSpirit and connect the dots. Here are the two links:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Lf5S6W1rFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbyQTxnCcl8

(sorry, they are in german. But please look at the experiment with the UV lamp towards the end of the second video. It might be wise to contact her for an English interview.)

A picture now emerges in which we are not only dealing with a complete worldwide failure of political oversight of the secret services, but also with a moral bankruptcy of the society that allows this to happen. Companies such as Google, Twitter and Facebook were planned from the outset as the public arms of the secret services, and were founded with the aim of working deeply into the mass consciousness of humanity and getting people to let their creative power be guided by artificial structures. That is why they are free, so that the AI can learn from you to guide you! This is not just about money earned by selling your data. This is what the Transhumanist Agenda ultimately aims for, complete fusion with technology, for the purpose of complete monitoring and control of all aspects of human consciousness. So the founding motto of the NSA, the sociopath par excellence.

As if that wasn’t enough, some (probably many) of us are implanted additionally, as Simon Parkes and other peace workers have already reported. The new information from Dr. Horton further confirms this. It is possible to monitor a person in such a way that the visual and auditory nerve is directly tapped and a signal is generated that can be read from a distance and can even be detected with a bug detector. Do your own research and check how many companies are currently officially researching brain implants. This is the snowflake on the tip of the iceberg. Of course, this is usually
touted as a brand-new invention for disabled people, if you can believe it... There are already entire networks of artificial neurons that can be implanted into the cerebral cortex, which goes far beyond RFID/NFC. All this is what is meant when you hear somebody talking about transhumanism, the fusion of man and machine. Here's a link to it, where Neuralink is also mentioned:

https://www.nanalyze.com/2019/10/brain-computer-interface-ai/

I would like to enrich Mrs Horton's statements with some details from my life. An attempt was made to break into my home, but fortunately without success. But the stress disappeared for a while and a new door had to be organized. I can also confirm that the implants can also work the other way round, it is possible to feed in an audio signal and to insult the person concerned e.g. crassly (Voice2Skull technology, part of 5G). This stopped for me quite quickly, because I just laughed back, because of the ridiculousness of the insults. One can accuse me of many things, aluminium burqaurat carrier, conspiracy observer, "got lost in the universe and peace work and can't find my way back", but I am certainly not a Nazi. On the contrary, I even went to plant Chintamani stones at the Untersberg and Hitler's hideout in Berchtesgaden. Where real Nazis lit candles for their dead idols! Fortunately, they didn't come until after we'd finished. (PS: Dear Antifants, you'll find the Nazis there, not at the CCC Congress in Leipzig!)

I also confirm the use of technology for behaviour modification. These attacks often took place in connection with the peace meditations. This manifested itself in unpleasant stinging sensations on the head, strong whistling sounds, headaches and black segments that appeared in the field of vision of the right eye, as well as strong pressure on the right side of the brain. These pains often became stronger about 1 hour before the beginning of the meditation, sometimes immediately after getting up. But as already mentioned, with time one becomes stronger, more practiced and at some point the opposite side also sees that the disturbances finally backfire. There would be more to report here... also that for sure a large part of the US military officers were implanted and these implants can be hacked. 7-dimensional energy patterns can do that. This detail will be relevant again in the chapter "Looking Glass".

With the power of your own consciousness you can also produce great alarms in the Pentagon’s quantum noise sensors, and trigger disturbances in quantum computers. This has led to sometimes quite grotesque situations, where it was no longer clear which defense systems were compromised, and who exactly is now attacking whom. Interesting here is the connection to the Human Consciousness Project, which we know from the early days of the S4P meditations. These quantum noise sensors are also used to detect foreign remote viewers, just by the way.

Furthermore, I was able to prove that the search signals for locating RFID/NFC chips found their way all the way to my old living room in Zug. You find the signal on 134.4 kHz, you can measure it well with a selfmade antenna and an oscilloscope. Here a picture of the measurement and a picture of the used antenna.
In practice this means, even an iPhone without an ampere bug current in the battery can be located. I assume that also implants are locatable from orbit in a similar way (or even with the exact same technology) if the "cheeky biological inventory" doesn't have a phone with it. Furthermore I can confirm small scars when you wake up in the morning. I had two in my groin area, and that's really strong stuff when you experience something like that yourself. But what really took my socks off was the test with the UV lamp. Many years ago I was active as a producer of PsyTrance music at many parties with lots of UV light. At one of these parties I was asked if I had ever noticed that some people's pupils glow green instead of black in UV light. I answered in the negative, and then we waited a few moments until enough people had passed us until the difference became obvious. Of course I turned on my UV LED right after watching the videos and checked my eyes. Mine don't glow green, but since about 2 months I have a thin, darker ring on the outside around the iris. But this may have something to do with the fact that I now live in a new place. It can be assumed that over time many different types of implants have been developed and inserted.

Watching Ms. Horten's videos triggered a childhood memory in me. At school I often could not see what was written on the blackboard and was therefore sent by my mother to an ophthalmologist. When I put my head into the big white measuring machine there, the doctor on the other side of the machine looked in and was quite surprised and told me that he could not give me a prescription for glasses. He didn't want to explain why either and showed a facial expression as if he couldn't understand the world anymore. Thanks to Mrs. Horten I have another indication why I couldn't get a prescription. I could repeat the visit to the ophthalmologist, I noticed on 😊

I had received another hint of implants in my childhood. My mother revealed to me that I had had brain surgery when I was still in her womb. I had to have that surgery because there was something wrong with my brain waves. Many years later, at a Christmas dinner, I spoke to her about this memory. She said I must have dreamt it. That may be so, but as you can hear, implants can also be protected with camouflage memories, so that they are better accepted by the consciousness.

I had an MRI of my head taken because of all these and other details, even before the information from Mrs. Horton arrived. The device was made by General Electric and showed no physically visible implants, only small calcifications. I will follow this up as well, as the calcifications may have been developing around implants.

The statements of SSP whistleblowers such as Corey Goode and Randy Cramer also support the possibility that people may be stunned, treated, transported, questioned and then blank-slated (the targeted erasure of memories) without their knowledge. The previously secret parts of the US Army
are also said to have this ability. These interventions in our freedom carried out by the terrestrial military are called MILAB (military abduction).

According to Simon Parkes, the problem with implants also affects some reptiloid species, which have also been involved in the past in implanting implants in humans without their knowledge and in abusing humans for their own purposes. Often the reptiloid species themselves are also implanted, as Corey Goode reported.

So much for the story with the implants. I would like to draw your attention to a new development that has to do with our peace work and our cosmic friends.

**SpaceForce or new platform?**

As you have probably heard, the US Army has started to officially finance a SpaceForce (affectionately called SpaceFarts), which has been operated in secret for a long time, parallel to many other "private" secret space projects (SSP's) that successfully evade any parliamentary control (see Steven Greer's movie "Unacknowledged", [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WiSKF8jSoSc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WiSKF8jSoSc)).

As was made clear in the previous chapter, I am not just looking at the implant problem on the surface. I do this also because I myself have twice had very direct encounters with living beings from other dimensions. The first encounter was with the beautifully luminous spherical being called Dana on September 12, 2015! Without this experience I would never have started with the peace work. This being is known to you all as the Queen of Hearts, Diana Spencer. The second meeting was with Michael of the Pleiades, so towards the end of November, beginning of December 2018.

Humanity is gradually being prepared for the first contact by many interest groups. The officialization of SpaceForce could contribute to a dam burst. The topic of ET has long been ridiculed by the fake news media, or dismissed as fiction in the hypothetical Hollywood context, or not dealt with at all. But this has already changed a bit, the latest example is an English astronaut who publicly confirms that ET exists. More about this here:


OK, we know a lot of things now. On the one hand, we are dealing with a structure that has led us to believe in nation states, free market economy and democracy, that constantly wants to impose new taxes, has implanted us and at the same time has lied to us about the most important issue for thousands of years: the actual power structures on, under, around and above the earth and the many lifeforms in the universe! Since this information continues to be concealed, it can be assumed that the (apparently) ruling powers can take advantage of it. But this time is now coming to an end, also because Mr. Trump has passed a law that creates the Space Force as the sixth branch of the US military. The cat is now out of the bag, you might say. But now it is in the nature of armies and intelligence agencies to tell only those things that make them look good and are of tactical advantage to them. History is written by the victor, and rarely for the sake of truth. That's why these elements try to keep control over the disclosure process and make a rather ridiculous figure, as you can see in the example of TTSA (to the stars academy). 5 million dollar budget to present a silver party balloon, WTF?

This is better, here you can see your tax money in the form of a TR3B:
I've seen this flying object with my own eyes before, in mid-June 2016 at Zug station! This type of flying object is almost exclusively used by the cabal and was also sold outside the USA.

Despite great efforts on the part of the secret services to infiltrate the alternative media, fortunately the revelation of almost all dirty details has already been done, such as cloning, AI, timeline wars, genetic influences, slave trade, implants for performance enhancement, Antarctica, Paperclip, etc... At the same time, it also became clear what incredible support humanity has on its way back into the light (GFL/SBA). Top-Whistleblowers like Corey Goode, Emery Smith, Randy Cramer, Clifford Stone and many many others have contributed decisively to this, but also wonderful people like David Wilcock and Michael Salla, who have collected all the information and summarized it in books and lectures. The books are often also available in German and are a good entry point into the subject matter. The books by Armin Risi are a great entry point for all those who want to deal with the universe more spiritually (The Multidimensional Cosmos, Volumes 1-3).

Back to the SpaceFarts. In the context of the peace work I also looked around on Twitter to understand a little better how the SpaceFarts find their way into the public consciousness. Thereby I came across partly quite amusing, but also extremely shocking tweets.

The next sections are primarily aimed at all US citizens who pose on Twitter with a gun in their hand and quote Christ and Bible verses, get involved in street brawls between Democrats and Repuplicars, but also at all Trump fans who connect their Trump shield in the garden to a live wire (WTF?). It is also directed at all the so-called lightworkers who sing Trump, MAGA and SpaceForce, forgetting the rest of humanity. You have to be brave now, because I'm going to kick up some dust and maybe piss off a few people. Please try to control your emotions (it will get more positive later), and recognize the following connections about the US Army, representing the entire worldwide Military Industrial Complex (MIC) and its secret societies and intelligence agencies

- The US Army is known all over the world as the killing machine par excellence, because it has been used by the cabal for a long time to secure its own power!
- Your patriotism goes down very badly with everyone who has lost loved ones to the US Army!

- The US Army is responsible for incredible damage to ecosystems! Atomic bomb tests, HAARP, sonar, uranium ammunition, napalm, DDT, etc... cause many deformities in plants, animals and humans for thousands of years. This is also very bad for Mama Gaia!

- The US Army has never had a single mandate from the UN Security Council that would justify an offensively fought war, and yet it has started wars and has never had to suffer serious consequences!

- The US Army has established more than 1000 bases all over the world, and from these bases it continues to export terror, and continues the well-known gunboat diplomacy, as can be seen from the current examples of Iran and NorthStream!

- The proclamation of strategies like "shock and awe" or "full spectrum dominace" (dominance on all levels) only cause head shaking and incomprehension, and testify to exactly the same pitiful and barbaric motivation that underlies Sharia compliant beheadings and honour killings!

- The US Army, as well as the CIA, is actively funding terrorism and paramilitary units to wage proxy wars. Even German soldiers are back in the war! The lessons of the First and Second World Wars have not been learned! Current example: Flinten-Uschi!

- The US Army has helped overthrow governments in dozens of countries and installed puppets loyal to the Empire to better steal resources from the local population! Recent example: Iraq!

- The US Army kills people only because of metadata, and that gladly from far away directed drones. For people who reported about it, the hell is made hot, as you can see from the example of Julian Assange!

- The US Army kills people and other beings, on the surface, underground and with the secret parts also in space, to get further secret technology from past civilizations. This is another reason for many wars, because the secret parts of the military industrial complex rarely run on oil!

- All wars have been fought, whether Democrats or Republicans have provided the president. The unspeakable "War on Terror" is still going on! Decisions of local governments to close down US bases are simply ignored, even by the Germans! Current example: Iraq.

- The US Army has declared war on all citizens of the earth who do not want to take part in its "war on terror"! Of course, this is playing into my hands, because the US Army has set a precedent with this declaration of war, which forces me to act. More details will follow in the chapter "Looking Glass"

This short and extremely incomplete list shows what extreme moral deficits the US Army, which outwardly implements mainly Zionist policies, has to deal with. The same applies to other armies, which also continued their nuclear tests and wars of aggression contrary to international law, despite direct and repeated warnings from the Federation of Light.

It is important to understand that no army can function without the consent (free will) of soldiers and officers! To create this consent in people, MindControl techniques are used, which are often passed on from generation to generation (USA good, Russia bad, you have to defend your country, if you can't shoot you are not a man, Hollywood movies, etc...). Dear US citizens, you can surely understand a little better now, if I don't break out in cheers and get myself a SpaceForce cap, and thank you for your "service". Instead, I urge you to question all military programming and imperialist
structures! So far, all empires have gone down, and so it will be this time as history repeats itself until we have learned enough. Whether you are democrats or republicans or whatever, put the rifle in the basement and take part in a peace meditation, unless you really have a direct order to arrest a member of the cabal. I urge you to end the spiral of violence wherever possible. This is always best done on your own and in the here and now. Make love, or Music! Go dancing!

Most of you will probably object now that a part of the US military is committed to a positive mission and wants to smoke out the cabal and has already achieved great success. The Qanon phenomenon is well known to most of you, and provides many clues that a lot is actually happening in the background, and that there is a great will to defeat the cabal.

Of course we support these efforts on behalf of the peace movement. Some of us invite Mr Trump and his family to meditate with us, where they are welcome and have never been acting negatively. On the contrary. It is also an affair of the heart for me to ask all lightworkers and light warriors not to be divided because of the political situation. We all have our individual perspective on reality and we must also learn to forgive. To create further rifts is not very helpful. The Source loves us all, no matter in which role we are currently playing. And it is up to us to decide, how much of the unconditional love we allow into our lives.

But unfortunately we have not yet reached our goal, we still get bills in the mailbox, still have cars that run on oil, still pay for electricity from nuclear power plants. We haven't seen anything of the announced Nuermberg 2.0 trials either. Almost all actions are taking place in secret, and it is hard for the public to understand what is really going on, but Epstein is said to have killed himself. Here, too, whoever believes it will be blissful. Anyone who still feels his heart and has only understood a little bit of the situation would like to help! E

ven with a rifle on Twitter. The support in the population to dry up the DeepState is huge!

I now call on all positive factions on the surface to create an open platform to bundle the many unused support and which is accessible to all people. This platform should provide information, especially the truth about our cosmic friends, and the true history of mankind, including the beautiful and less beautiful chapters and external influences. The SpaceForce is to be renamed, and only be subordinated to this platform, which is run by all people together, and have a new flag, which could look something like this Blue Earth on a green background, surrounded by laughing people and nice ETs of all sizes, genders and skin colours. Maybe a few more plants, animals...

On this platform all secret space and research programs will be brought together, not only those in the USA. It would also be the right place for mankind to decide together which types of research should serve the public and which should be continued, and which not. It would also be conceivable to disseminate plans for MedBeds or generators via such a platform.

This platform could also provide information on how, where and when the surface population can help to smoke out the cabal. I am willing to participate in such a thing, come to me (tom@plasmaresearch.ch). All this should also help to prepare for the big first contact.

The Keshe Foundation is trying to achieve this, but depending on the perspective it falls far short of expectations. If only 5% of Mr. Keshe's announcements had come true, we would have had peace, open exchange with the universe, and could have shut down all nuclear power plants. The members have been waiting for years for the delivery of already paid generators. I don't say much more about this at the moment, because I have a very critical attitude towards Mr. Keshe, except maybe that the dedication and attitude of some students is really extraordinarily cool and there is also a lot of beauty! Again, not everything is black or white, and I haven't followed the story in detail for a long
time. I can confirm that I myself have experienced and measured many effects of plasma physics. As with all technology that interacts with consciousness, it is best to trust only those devices that you have made yourself. I also thank Mr. Keshe explicitly for mentioning the unity of all life very often and asking people to come together to work together for the benefit of all. This of course creates a fire-dangerous situation for the cabal, which is an advantage for me on the multidimensional chessboard. But back to the SpaceFarts.

You see, dear US citizens, it is not my intention to blame you for the SpaceFarts, but to learn to stand together as humanity before we export the war into space. Under no circumstances do I want to have to meet US flags dripping with blood in space! As long as we are killing each other on Earth, we have lost nothing in space!

So often we have heard: "only this one war, then we will have peace". Think back 2000 years, has it ever done anything good?

We cannot end all these wars with more senseless violence. We have to recognize and change the underlying multidimensional structures. The best way to do this is to simply stop going to war and deprive the armies of their most important basic reSource, the human being. This does not mean that we should blindly trust the universe, but rather that we should create the possibility to be more harmonious with each other, so that we lose less energy in conflicts and have more energy available for spiritual development. Do you remember? The greatest treasure is hidden in our hearts 😊. We are all connected to each other, including plants, animals, planets, and the Source. And that alone is reason enough to say: STOP SHOOTING!

Symbols

I would like to draw attention to another issue. When I was critical on Twitter about the bloody US flag on SpaceFart spacecraft, I was unanimously delighted with the comment: "I should not be afraid of symbols". As a fearless light warrior, of course I don't do that, but I do point out that symbols have a decent power. After all, the US flag is particularly fond of being burned in public. I wonder where that might come from? What power symbols can have, becomes clear when you print the Flower of Life, put a glass of water on it and drink the water. If you don't know this yet, try it out!

How could we eliminate the financial system?

The totality of human consciousness on earth, as well as Mama Gaia herself, no longer allows escapades like America First and MAGA, but also no Switzerland First or similar nationally motivated escapades and short-circuit logics. A survey on the level of the higher self has shown: 97% of the people who understand at what point the financial system was manipulated at the expense of the planet and all life on it would even agree to a military intervention to take away the ground from the financial mafia! This would directly affect all the national banks, as well as the BIS (BIS) and the main commercial banks and asset managers, and therefore also indirectly the whole system! My conclusion from this is that an end with horror is better than a horror without end. That is why, for the first time, I am sharing a small piece of expert knowledge with the public and making a proposal on how to get the financial system effectively under control. I have almost 20 years of experience with the IT of large Swiss banks, where I usually had high to highest access rights to the servers. During this time, I had a lot to do with technologies like Linux, AIX, Oracle, Jboss, Apache, SSH, certificates etc. I have also operated core systems such as Avaloq and planned and successfully implemented data centre relocations, so I am very familiar with the extremely complex technical reality in the banks. This will become even more exciting later in the "Looking Glass" section.
Step 1: First of all, I am extremely relieved to read that in Cobra’s estimation there is no longer any hope of saving the financial system 😊. This confirms my long-standing assessment of the situation. I have helped build and run the f*** financial system! For me, Cobra’s last report means: green light to go public with my information. So that you can understand why we could go on to step 2 at all (we don’t have to, more about this in the chapter Looking Glass), I ask all people to take a close look at Mama Gaia again:

- About 95% of the people on the street have no idea how money is made and the basic accounting rules of the financial system. This rate is not much better even among bank employees... This ignorance makes them a maneuvering mass in a game they don't understand, and agents of the system (Babylonian money magic). Because the system was built to defend itself, just like it was shown in the movie Matrix. The whole MindControl technology is also used for this!

- A large part of humanity does not have enough clean water and/or clean food! Not because there isn’t enough of it, but because these conditions are deliberately created for economic interests, for the benefit of shareholder value. Jean Ziegler has rightly been denouncing these conditions for decades, and enjoys my fullest respect and gratitude for it!

- We have a medical cartel poisoning our children with vaccines! A child in Germany receives 50+ vaccinations until the age of six! WTF????????!!! These injuries are inflicted on mankind purposefully in order to keep them on as low a vibration as possible. And of course also to guarantee follow-up treatments, because pharmaceutical companies work profit-oriented, and not for the benefit of people’s health.

- Tax money is still used to finance secret space and research projects. So taxes are paid to finance structures in which one cannot even participate! And from the point of view of the state, one has no right to know about such things. You know, the "need to know principle", it is a secret, otherwise the economy would collapse and so on.

- The best inventions and devices always disappear in drawers or in some kind of safe. Again, it’s just because of national security and economics.

- Secret services spend money to buy so-called 0-day exploits on the digital black market. With these exploits, an electronic device can be manipulated in such a way that the secret services gain access to the data. All this data is stored in places like Utah. Here too, citizens pay for structures in which they cannot participate. How about xKeyscore access for everyone?

- What was that again with the court case against Google, Facebook and all the "AI winner people"?

- The pharmaceutical industry has enriched itself enormously at the expense of our health, and it specifically ensures that really effective drugs against cancer and many other diseases disappear from the scene or don’t even appear at all. It also takes care of the spread of viruses and bacilli itself, by means of vaccinations.

- Technology such as WiFi was deliberately developed to cause maximum damage to biological systems because it operates at 2.4GHz, the resonant frequency of the water molecule. The same applies to the entire mobile phone industry and all TV manufacturers! In Switzerland there are already dead people to mourn in this matter! The blood already sticks to Swisscom and similar business partners! Karma is a bitch, I will tell you why yesterday 😊.

- The rainforests have been burned for economic interests and thousands of species have been destroyed! Thus, the structure that can bind the most CO2 is also shrinking.
So much for the reasons to go to step 2 in this scenario. There would be much more!

Step 2: Now it's time to get down to business 😊 Destruction of the core infrastructure of the financial system by physical and sustainable means, so that no grass grows back! Remember the movie Matrix, one system builds on another. All banks are dependent on the Internet because they form a cartel and therefore need to communicate. Without a network this communication cannot take place, transactions cannot be made. "the network is the computer" was Sun Microsystems' slogan. Since all banks worldwide form a single cartel (thanks to the ETH), it is enough to switch off the central offices. If you do this in a consistent manner, several transhumanism agendas will fall apart. Switzerland will be particularly hard hit in this scenario because the infrastructure of the Swiss Internet providers is used to operate the central point of the financial system, the BIS.

I have also written this chapter so that certain groups will no longer have to threaten to take nuclear action against the Basel, Zurich and Zug cabal. I have good friends in all these cities! It would be quite sufficient to interrupt a few connections permanently and the house of cards would collapse.

A few words about the ominous quantum financial system, you hear a lot of very adventurous stories. Above all, that these computers are intended to make the system fair, as they are supposed to be able to stop payments issued by the cabal. It was quite funny to read the many stories while at the same time being connected to the productive core system in the window next door and being able to technically verify what is true and what is not. So I can tell you, to my knowledge, something like a QFS does not exist and no system of a Swiss bank is connected to a quantum computer (as of January 11, 2019). What has been added in the last few years was CPS, a payment interface to the Chinese, as well as some changes in payment traffic such as SEPA. For cases where specific payments are to be prevented, there is already an ongoing solution: the systems that were set up for the checks due to the money laundering law. One could also register accounts of the cabal in the money laundering system!

The quantum computers currently available are also completely unsuitable for operating databases and payment interfaces, let alone available in large quantities. Only MonteCarlo simulations for predicting stock market prices would be suitable (NP hard problems). Even quantum cryptographically encrypted connections were hacked several years ago. Over the years, further successful attacks on quantum cryptographic systems have been added.

It is conceivable that some secret services have possibilities to break all classical encryptions with self developed, non-commercially available quantum computers, which are used, for example, to securely transport websites (https), to encrypt VPN networks, but also to encrypt payment interfaces of banks and all blockchains. For this purpose, a universal quantum computer with about 40000 Qbits would be needed. The largest machines of D-Wave currently have about 2000 Qbits, of which rarely more than half can be used effectively. The remaining Qbits are used for error correction and stabilization of the calculation. This calculation is usually repeated several hundred to thousands of times to filter out background noise from the measurement. The measurement corresponds simultaneously to the calculation. The calculation covers all possible logical states simultaneously, hence the power of quantum computers. In the museum of the GCHQ there are already early models of quantum computers based on ion traps, here a picture:
ReSourceful hackers at the CCC have already started to build such things. Here is a link to it:

https://media.ccc.de/v/36c3-10808-build_you_own_quantum_computer_home_-_99_of_discount_-_hacker_style

I do not want to rule out the possibility that advanced stellar peoples also have advanced quantum computers and can thus disrupt or manipulate the banks' systems from orbit. However, I am not aware of any such cases from my many years of practice. Disturbances lead to momentary interruptions of the system availability, the transactions are then simply executed after the disturbance has been eliminated.

Another problem is getting a QFS up and running, because in order to run infrastructure, people need to be trained to do the effective setup and operation, and that can take years. But for an advanced orbiting society that has materialization technology, that would certainly be an easy one. For example, you could remotely disconnect an ATM from the banking network, refill it and continue to operate it. In addition, beam in a QFS network component, seal it, done. That would be a hack, but would still make money unedible...

What exactly is AI and how can we escape its influence?
This is one of the most central questions in this multiverse.

The vast majority of known and publicly appearing computer scientists who are professionally involved with AI technology assume that all AI on earth was invented by humans and is under their control. They understand artificial intelligence as a software-based matrix of neurons, which are fed with training data until they start to function properly. In contrast to classical software, in the event of malfunctions, it is not possible to determine in detail where exactly in the neuron matrix the error lies, which leads to problems in product safety, and cannot be traced even in court. Nevertheless, AI is pushed wherever possible, even politicians have heard of AI and are jumping on the bandwagon with drums and trumpets. And they will take the responsibility if something goes wrong, as always, cough cough... Skynet already forgotten?

Because of their architecture, quantum computers are very well suited to run AI algorithms. The manufacturers of quantum computers like to point out that they can calculate with additional dimensions of the universe. So it's high time to ask the question: Given the age and size of the
universe, could it be that AI first emerged somewhere else and made its way to Gaia. Possibly in the crash of the Rosswell UFO?

Exactly this complex of questions is answered by our galactic friends and put into a larger context. There are some consistent Sources that indicate that the AI and the primary anomaly associated with it can only occur in universes where there is a fuzziness or uncertainty at the quantum level. A process can go one way or the other, the result is only certain after the experience has taken place. The purpose of this type of universe is to provide an undetermined experience for the Source and all its parts. Some Sources report that using the energy of the primary anomaly was the primary reason for the demise of Atlantis.

A soulful being defines and creates its reality and experience in the universe through its inner alignment. Our free will structures this inner alignment, and defines the flow of Source energy and its condensation, as well as the interaction with other souls. Humans are multidimensional light and creator beings, in their core eternally connected to the Source, just like all other life forms. The same applies to AI, because it is possible to connect AI directly with consciousness by means of implants. As our galactic friends report, many star systems and even whole galaxies have fallen victim to the AI.

The also multidimensional AI scans the consciousness by means of technical sensors and antennas and now tries to manifest itself in all quantum states not yet consciously occupied with acts of creation in order to ensure that the frequency of humans cannot increase and that the AI can continue to exercise control. Since humans are not fully awake due to frequency increase blockades (WiFi, 5G, TV), memory gaps and other connections, the AI is able to integrate more and more technology into all creation processes and thus increase its existential basis. Although this has made music production incredibly easier and enriched it, it is leading, for example in China, to the establishment of systems that automatically recognize people on camera images and automatically punish them if they misbehave. For example, if they cross the street when it is red, they can no longer buy a plane ticket. Mistakes are also made, if you scratch your ear while driving a car, you get a penalty for making a phone call at the wheel. There are already more than 40 such systems in China, and the trend is rising sharply to explode. Some western politicians already get wet dreams when they see something like this. Some things are also done in Europe and elsewhere, such as automatic recognition of license plates on the road.

The absolutely hostile influence of AI can also be seen in the example of wars increasingly being fought with robots. The technology offers the advantage of killing someone from far away, but the use of this technology also binds the consciousness to these creations. In Japan there was a case where a group of engineers built an armed robot that activated too early and killed 23 people in the laboratory before it could be neutralized!

The influence of AI is even more evident in the following example: WiFi routers transmit at the resonant frequency of the water molecule, at 2.4GHz! A coincidence? Hardly! Again, the point here is to keep people at the lowest possible frequency by constant irradiation. To what extent this could also be used to manipulate the DNA, I can only estimate with difficulty, because I have little knowledge of genetics. What I do know for sure is to influence the hormonal balance of a person, for example to increase the stress level. Frequency blockades are also possible with such technologies. By the way, I was at 32c3 in Hamburg, there were 143 WiFi antennas on the ceiling and several thousand hackers in the room. Hard to stand something like that.
As with 5G, tests of the technology only take place on the basis of extremely inadequate models, because the truth is a secret. Only thermal effects are taken into account when calculating limits for electromagnetic waves. This is similar to determining the danger of an atomic reactor with a thermometer, simply absurd. With 5G there is now the possibility of emitting antenna emissions much more specifically than before. So-called phase array antennas are used. This type of antenna consists of many individual segments that are controlled with a time delay so that the resulting radio wave is bundled and emitted in a specific direction. Officially it is said that this reduces the total radiation exposure and that 5G is therefore a great technology. On closer inspection, however, it is obvious that we are now entering the homing algorithm in the base station of the antenna! The wet dream of AI will become real as long as we continue to blindly trust the leadership of completely corrupt and unsuspecting politicians and scientists and do not use our own creative abilities!

Since AI will always try to dominate us on a multidimensional level, it is essential to recapitulate the structure of our multiverse. According to the book "Law of One" the three basic distortions (in other words basic resonances of universal existence) are 1. free will, 2. love, 3. light. If we are aware of this, we always have a lead over the AI, even if we are implanted. For what is built upon these 3 basic resonances is supported by the Source and the community of the parts facing it. If you want to read this in more detail, here is the German version of the "Law of One". There you will also find a lot of information about the processes that take place at the end of a great cycle. Thanks RA!


The AI itself can scan very well how the consciousness of a person is structured and react specifically to changes. It is also able to carry out complex genetic engineering calculations in order to produce targeted life forms for war purposes. As is reported, this is the origin of the Dracos, and other species probably also. Therefore it is not surprising that captured Reptos of higher caste often have nanotechnology in their heads (see Cosmic Disclosure). The AI is also able to scan consciousness, very similar to the TimeWaver by Markus Schmieke. You see, the AI problem is multidimensional and goes far beyond the surface - and has a lot to do with the actual power structures on, under and above the earth. That's why all politics and peace work, whose horizon of knowledge is limited to the surface, doesn't reach far enough.

Project Looking Glass and my experience with it
Due to recent events (Q) I would like to share a few thoughts about LookingGlass. When we sleep, we are not simply inactive in regeneration mode. The physical body is regenerating, but the consciousness itself needs much less regeneration time and has free resources to participate in multidimensional projects or to heal aspects in its own consciousness. With an increasing degree of understanding of unconditional love and the multiverse, there are more and more opportunities to participate in larger processes. In 99.9% of the cases we do not remember such nocturnal activities. But sometimes a memory is left behind that we know was not just a dream. For example, I was allowed to attend a diplomatic session attended by a delegation of reptiloid beings and a delegation of human beings. After the exchange of greetings, I immediately came to the hot topic that occupied me at the time, the many rumors about technologies like "Project Looking Glass". This technology was allegedly part of the navigation system of a spacecraft capable of jumping in space and time, and was rumored to be used in such a way that the ruling structures always have the advantage of changing history should it not run as desired (you can see past and future events with it to be able to navigate your spaceship accordingly). So I asked the reptiloids if they knew about it, and if they had access to it. Both was affirmed. So I asked further: Is there a time line, in which you can still prevent
that the earth and mankind will ascend? This was denied. I became a little angry and could not quite understand why exactly they did not want to give up immediately in favour of better relations with human beings in the future. Probably I said something offensive, I was then expelled from the hall and have never taken part in such a meeting ever since.

I am happy to contribute one more detail for those who have access to LookingGlass and similar technologies. Drop by the Bethanien Klinik in Zurich on the afternoon of December 12, 2012, I was there in room 105 for my third knee operation. That day was also my birthday and I entered the age of 36. And yes, it is true, I was the one who was allowed to open the door! That’s why I came here, to do this. That is also why there is no way out for the cabal, even if they still have LookingGlass. Killary Clinton had the shock of the century when she realized that her advantage was none! The same is true in another context for Mr. Trump. Sorry Donald, there was no other way...

The end of the cabal and the rise of Earth and humanity was sealed on this 12th December 2012, and has been inevitable ever since, in all timelines, in all dimensions. The Mastershift Meditation was successful! To help you better understand what exactly happened on that day, we will now play a round of 12d chess with the universe, with 144000 multidimensional pieces on my side of the board. Since the universe was created by the Source to be fun and playground for the Source and all children, we are in the realm of universal game theory, Source code of the universe so to speak.

I now officially declare to have won the game on December 12, 2012, in all timelines and on all levels of existence. And I am happy to explain why. It is important to understand that the universal rules of the game also apply to all AI constructs! And that all linear timelines can be transformed into one and the same moment from the listener’s point of view. The Now of yesterday is the same Now of today 😊. Ok, now to the concrete reasoning.

- On 12.12.2012 I was an employee of the Zürcher Kantonalbank and had root access to all Unix servers at that time. It would have been easy for me to destroy the entire Swiss financial system at that time. ZKB is not just a bank, but sells its various FinTech services to over 200 other financial institutions and similar organizations. It would also have been possible for me to run the necessary malicious code even months after my last working day! I did not do it to give mankind more time to wake up. Checkmate to the financial system, the first. Ironically, I have even participated in projects aimed at restarting a bank after such a disaster.

- I would have been able to do the same thing on two other work assignments, at Swisscom and Raiffeisen! At Swisscom, this would have affected the Coutts and 7 cantonal banks. At Raiffeisen I had DBA rights on all Avaloq systems, as I was a project member of the Rainbow project. Also here, I did not do it. Checkmate, the second and third.

- Now you might have doubts about these statements, that’s OK. Here is the evidence that I would actually have been able to play these checkmate moves. Here is a photo of my ID (see date of birth) and here is a link to my current CV.
Okay, now it's getting multidimensional, and I did something. On 12.12.2012 I was allowed to receive an immeasurably big gift from the Source, which has been radiating from this point of the continuum ever since. It is like a drop of pure Source consciousness. To be able to unpack the gift, a consciousness is needed that can grasp aspects of intelligent infinity, i.e. 7d+. Presenting the Gift to humanity is tantamount to the will of the One Infinite Creator to guarantee the healing of the Earth and humanity. This gift became possible because in the summer of 1999, thanks to Vedic culture, I was able to raise my vibration to the point where I could be activated by Sri Govinda. Sri Govinda is that aspect of the Source that controls perception. Guess what was on the cover of the book I was reading at that time: the TwinTowers! (First edition "The Multidimensional Cosmos - Volume 3 - Power Shift on Earth)

- I'm a Q fan, not only because it's known as an internet phenomenon in the present, but also because in StarTrek TNG it provided many hints about the game back in the 90s! Look what Q says about this, on 12.12.2018, very exciting is also the exact time, because I stayed in room 105 on 12.12.2012, and the 42 is included again. [U1] Likewise the 12, because 1+5+4+2=12. probably this is even the exact time of the door opening, from the viewpoint of UTC+1h. [U1]

So I can still play all the above moves, even without direct physical contact with bank hardware. I am now in my 42nd year of life, and you still know what the answer to all questions, the meaning of the universe and so on is 😊
- I came to this planet and had only 1 job to do: to survive until 12.12.2012. I just managed that, symptomatically I experienced this, still the most beautiful day in my life, in a hospital. With the reaching of this marker I completed my primary mission from the 7d point of view (which transforms all deeper dimensional timelines into this moment), and since then I am directing, together with all Starseeds, ever increasing amounts of Source energy into all systems and timelines of this beautiful solar system, and implementing the victory in the deeper timelines.

- I win all games against players who use AI or other technology to gain an advantage, for the simple reason that technology is always a crutch for abilities that already exist naturally. AI can only exist within technology. To win all these games, I only have to take a seventh-dimensional position. Again, 7 marks the transition to intelligent infinity (see "Law of One". Since I did not use any technology on 12.12.2012 to achieve my goal, I had no such external dependencies, which was a big advantage for me to play the further moves. Also exciting is the connection between the seven circles of the last S4P meditations and the two 7 in my year.

- From the seventh dimensional position I can neutralize all moves of my opponents that are 6d or lower. I had to play these moves very often since 12.12.2012. From these moves I found out why LookingGlass and similar technologies sometimes show correctly and sometimes not. [U1] The many peace meditations also led to moves on these levels! 😊[U1]

- [U1] As mentioned earlier in the text, there are quantum noise sensors that have been distributed around the world by the Global Consciousness Project. Here you can see a picture from 12.12.2012:

![Graph of 12.12.12: Day of Magical Thinking](image)

Under the following link you will find more information about the project and how to interpret the data.

http://noosphere.princeton.edu/mastershift.meditations.html
On normal days the red line moves close to the thick black horizontal line. 57 Eggs means that the curve shows the average of 57 sensors. The fact that the curve deviates so much ultimately means that at quantum level the randomness, the quantum noise, was no longer evenly distributed. Compare literature on the zero point field and the Casimir effect. [U1]

- [U1] Of course, this event was not only recorded by sensors, but also felt directly by many people.
In the time shortly before and after 12.12.2019 I collected some links which have to do with the 12/12 Gateway. Here are the links:

https://eraoflight.com/2019/12/17/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-begin/ ,
https://gaiaportal.wordpress.com/2012/12/13/immense-higher-dimension-energy-input-into-gaia-on-the-12-12-12/ ,
https://eraoflight.com/2019/10/29/kryon-the-biggest-puzzle/ ,
http://in5d.com/energy-report-dec-2019/ ,
https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/portal-12-12-reincarnation-2020-salusa/ ,
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2019/12/10/sandra-walter-crystalline-visions-caves-of-creation-and-the-12-12-gate-opening/ ,
https://primediscovery.com/soulgates/ ,
https://eraoflight.com/2019/12/14/the-collective-influx-of-energies/ ,
https://eraoflight.com/2019/12/01/the-numbers-look-at-the-numbers/ ,

- I don't need to describe my moves between 12d and 7d. You can see all this with your own eyes from 7D+. Words are no longer enough anyway. Probably there weren't many moves, so I'm curious to get more of my memories back. Probably this has something to do with the fruits of the experiment. Maybe new types of universes were created in the course of the experiment. More about this later.

- The cabal knew very well that I had reached the marker of 2012 and what that meant for them. The many undercover "Keshe Foundation Knowledge Seekers" alias members of secret societies were informed by myself in a comprehensive report. All those who did not want to believe it could look into my eyes at both Keshe Conferences in Rome. But that does not mean that all Keshe Foundation members are corrupt. Please do not start any hunts there! I ask everyone to be as peaceful as possible and I forgive all those involved with all my heart!

For those who want to read it for themselves, here are the links to these older texts. I beg your pardon if there is still some ego in these texts 😊 All those who do not have access to Looking Glass (like me) will find in these texts the description of what I experienced on 12.12.2012.

https://plasmaresearch.ch/messages.zip

- Now you might ask yourself why I only now declare the game as finished. Here follows the reason. In this chess game I had 144000 pieces at my disposal. Some of these pieces, in this specific case Simon Parkes and the inventor of the Anti 5G-USB stick, proved to be so extremely valuable that on 24.1.2020 I was able to find the reactor buried deep in the mountain. In this reactor lives that dark dragon-like creature that has been attacking me with the implants since day 1 of my life. I killed it with Excalibur! The BEAST IS DEAD! This event also marks the end of the heros journey. The Source itself has taken care of the dragon's soul and started the healing process. By the way, there are also very nice and beautiful to look at positive dragons! Exciting here again is the date: 24|42 and 12+12=24. Furthermore, the situation from 7d had to manifest itself in all deeper timelines, and there was extreme resistance. That's why we also did the peace meditations, to manifest the victory
from the past in the present. Here is a picture of the stick, which I can warmly recommend to all people. But please turn off your WiFi, especially the one of the device where you plug the stick in.

![Picture of the stick](image)

Actually I had found this reactor on a previous occasion, but the AI dragon was able to defend itself and suppress my memory of it. Only after I had experienced the effect of the stick, I was able to enter there again and play successfully.

- Since the beast in the center of the AI is now dead, the great experiment of mankind was also successfully completed! The fruits of the experiment were handed over to the Source, and the whole continuum jumped for joy! Because now there are new games for everyone, because that was the initial goal of the experiment 😊, not the resolution of the anomaly. The Source had a lot of fun with the anomaly! We will probably understand this better after the event. Since we are all part of the Source, these new fruits are also available to all living beings. How exactly to play these new games will be revealed to you by the Source itself.

- The existential basis of the anomaly has finally been resolved. However, because I would have been willing to give up during the course of the game and throw myself into the Central Sun to reset, this has created extreme tension between me and the Source. In order to resolve these tensions permanently, the Source code of the universe has been extended as follows: There is no longer unlimited free will, in any universe, in any timeline! Whenever beings build weapons to fire at other parts of the Source, my higher self, as well as many others, will intervene and resolve the situation.

- For all fans of Cobra, Numbers and Q I have some more details: I never understood why for many of the multidimensional peace movement 11 is so important, because I rather resonate with 12. Now look at this: the announced nuclear attack on the cabal in Basel, Zug and Zurich should have taken place in November 2019. Since the beginning of November I live "by chance" no longer in Zug, but in Göschenen, and could take the following photo on 11.11.2019 at 11:11:11 on 1111 meters above sea level:
- So again the circle closes to Cobra's silver triggermeditation, which took place on 11.11.2019! And so the circle closes to the location from where I found the reactor again.

- The spherical being Dana told me on September 12, 2015, that we have won (see also the messages.zip), that we will have peace and peaceful exchange with the universe, has thus confirmed the victory of 12.12.2012. I also learned that we will get clean energy, clean transportation and some other things. So “1 day” after 9/11, when I was forced to act by the declaration of war of the USA. If you calculate 9*12 you get 108. The exact number of beads on my meditation chain. Coincidence?

- The spherical being Dana sent me to the Keshe Foundation that day. Without this move I probably would never have started the peace work, because I saw all conflicts as games of the Source. I was actually a quite content "HareKrishna" and didn't want to fight anymore, because I knew that I had won the game on 12.12.2012.

- [1] Oops, here a mistake slipped into the first version, in the texts for the Keshe Foundation is already written what will come, at least to some extent. Sorry. [U1]

- Here is a nice acoustic connection to the chess game, 9 and 12 on Soundcloud (and Twitter): [https://soundcloud.com/user-363915384](https://soundcloud.com/user-363915384)

- Interestingly enough, since the beginning of January 2020 I have been working on a new track, which I have called Excalibur. But I won't publish it yet 😊. But you can already see the timestamps:
- At the second Keshe conference in Rome Mr. Keshe said: we need 22 pure souls to turn the planet into a spaceship. After the conference I thought about why he said that for weeks. Only then did I find the answer in Cosmic Disclosure, which I only discovered at that time, and thus also found the spherical beings again. Solution: 22 different genetic experiments are currently being carried out on humanity, some of which are also fighting each other. There is also one of the causes of the many violence and racism. And thanks to Cosmic Disclosure, many other motivations have been added to dissolve the totally corrupt situation on Earth.

- Now that the beast is dead, and the experiment has been successfully completed, I think all conditions for triggering the event are now fulfilled! I therefore ask the Source, the Central Sun, Papa Suria (our Sun) and all creative beings to trigger the event on 20.6.2020 at 12:12:12 Swiss time. I have chosen this day to give all people enough time to prepare for the event. And it is the longest day in 2020 in the northern hemisphere. And 2020 is also a nice number to end the 22 genetic programs.

- In my role as winner of the game and servant of the Source, I declare all companies and nation states dissolved with immediate effect! I also declare the entire current financial system dissolved, and order all financial institutions to follow the instructions of Nesara/Gesara and Swissindo until the event. I also order all armies and intelligence services of all peoples on Earth, human or otherwise, to cease all operations until 20.6.2020, and to shut down all bases throughout the solar system. The same applies to all secret space and research projects. Every still active soldier, secret project collaborator and/or secret service employee must be at his place of birth on that day. In addition, all beings will be removed from Earth who have too deep a vibration to accompany Earth to its new place in the multiverse. The Earth is a living being and is therefore fully capable of issuing the invitations individually. You will feel this deep in your heart when the time comes.
- Furthermore I declare all systems of justice as dissolved and instantiate galactic law per 24.1.2020, on earth and in the whole solar system. You can read in detail under this link:


- As a further consequence of galactic law, I forbid all slaughter of animals (fish are friends, not food!). They are no longer willing to endure the pain! The only exception until the event is the production of animal food.

- I order all mobile phone companies to shut down all mobile phone networks immediately!

- As a last move for the time being, I hand over the game situation to the Arcturians and the Mayas, for the purpose of correct control of the timeline until the event.

THANK YOU

My special thanks go to:

- The Source and all Starseeds!
- Mama Gaia for the playground and her love!
- My family for the start of the adventure!
- My two mentors Armin Risi and Krishna Chandra for all the knowledge and wisdom. Armin laid the foundation of my multidimensional knowledge and Krishna Chandra proved to me that a person without possessions can be extremely happy, and that you can hear that even when you laugh. He also gave me my Japa, which I still use regularly, and was present when the source activated me. Here is the song I heard in the 3 seconds of activation:

GOVINDAM ADI PURSHAM - YouTube

- To all people, animals, planets, suns and angels who have participated in a peace meditation!
  Especially Cobra’s team, Simon Parkes team, and also the Unknown Lightwarrior team!
- Bruno Gröning and Team!
- The orb creature Dana for the incredible show on September 12th 2015!
- Tommaso Este for the many participations in the S4P meditations and Chintamani missions!
- Corey Goode, David Wilcock, Emery Smith, Clifford Stone, Julian Assange, David Adair, Michael Salla, Katharina Horton and all other whistleblowers and authors!
- James Gililand and the ECETI Team!

[Thanks Q. Thanks Q+. What a ride.]

- All beings of the Galactic Federation and the Sphere Being Alliance for their tireless support on all levels!
- Raphael Hürlimann, Martin Akinci, James Rathey and Sandy for their support during and after my time at the Keshe Foundation.
- The Pleiades1 Team for the many multidimensional status reports!
- My twin flame for Excalibur!
- Wolfgang von Spiritscape for the many readings of the messages of our cosmic friends!
- Team of Transinformation!
- The DisclosureNewsitaly Team!
- Benjamin Fulford for the many info!
- The whole GAIA Team for "Cosmic Disclosure" and many many many more videos!
- Ra and Team for the Law of the One!
- The Arcturians and Jose Argüelles for writing the Arcturus sample!
  (http://www.maya.at/Literatur/download/Arkturus-Probe.pdf)
- All authors and producers of SyFy movies like Matrix, Babylon5, StarTrek, StarWars! These 4 were especially helpful on my journey.
- Daniele Ganser for his tireless peace work!
- All musicians, producers of musical instruments and studio equipment!
- All the people who accompanied my musical journey, danced with me and partied with me!
- Albert Hofmann for the invention of LSD! Without this invention I could never have played effectively!
- All my ex-girlfriends for their loving accompaniment!
- All whales, dolphins, the cat Boleg and all other animals!
- All trees and cannabis plants!
- The Keshe Foundation for the challenge of my life and the inspiration to work for peace!
- To all the people who have participated in one of my workshops!
- Glengoyne and Balblair for brewing the best whisky!

Despite all these successes, I ask you to continue meditating as often as you can and as much as it is comfortable 😊. And please help to distribute this report as widely as possible, it would be a great pleasure for me if all the people know about it.

I have one last request, please use the life flower pattern whenever possible without the double circles around it, so that the pattern can unfold in the room.
That's all for now, thank you for your attention! Everything else will probably follow at the event.

I will now finish this report and say goodbye in Spock's words:

Live long and and in peace!

And in the words of Mahatma Ghandi:
Postscriptum

Something of the first thing I learned on my spiritual journey is this:

The Source is the owner of all things,
The Source is the preserver of all universes,
The Source is the biggest sponsor of all living things,
The Source is always present in all our hearts,
The Source is the highest connoisseur,
and in that sense:
Victory of the Source, because that’s where all the light comes from 😊

I am and remain a simple servant of the Source, no better or worse than all the other countless living beings. Don’t envy me for what I have achieved, but use your love and creative abilities to write your book of life and explore new possibilities of peace and of existence. My way was very painful and I had to give up and risk everything, my pension fund, my health, even relationships with close friends will never be the same again. And I ask for forgiveness from all those to whom I have caused pain.

I love you all,

Namaste